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Abstract

Inequalities in health, which I prefer to call the social gradient in health, have been observed for centuries. Since the late 1970s, there has been increasing international attention paid to the topic, growing exponentially in the late 1990s. In Europe and the USA, theories explaining the existence of a social gradient in health abound, yet have changed markedly over time, and this history is presented as a novel map of ideas. Despite the variety of theories, the social gradient in health remains, and may be growing steeper. Theories of the production of good health are similarly varied, and have also changed over time. There are substantial parallels between the two sets of theories. Regrettably, developed and developing countries separated their health conferences, parking certain theories away from developed countries’ gaze. Australian research has contributed some important descriptive work.

Australian policy interest in the topic, at the national level, waxed and waned from 1970 to 1998, only once reaching a threshold where it transferred into policy action that was likely to have any attenuating impact on the social gradient in health. The department responsible for health is consumed by its relationships with, and expenditure upon, health services. An iterative policy loop within the department ensures that interest in the social gradient in health by middle level staff does not affect pragmatic concerns, with disease, at more senior levels.

Three policy dimensions are suggested for attention, one material/macro-social, another the workplace/individual and one concerned with the reproduction of the social gradient in health over time. Among suggestions for policy change is one for the national health department to examine funded programs from the perspective of a social gradient in health. Australian aged care planning policy is evaluated this way, in an example of research-to-policy transfer. It is shown that there is a spatial gradient in age at entry of women to residential aged care in South Australia, consistent both with the spatial distribution of socioeconomic circumstances and generally with gradients in health persisting into old age. A model of resource distribution is developed, based on spatial gradients in mortality.
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